 timbral trill
very breathy tone
sibraphone
no vib
all air, no pitch, blown through instrument
interrupt air stream with tongue, rapidly change embouchure as if speaking
how pressure
ord. tone
all air, no pitch, blown through instrument
exaggerated vib.
how directly on top of the bridge, 'air' sound
increase pressure with crescendo, tail piece decrease with decrescendo
bow pressure
very breathy tone
very breathy tone
sibraphone
no vib
all air, no pitch, blown through instrument
interrupt air stream with tongue, rapidly change embouchure as if speaking
how pressure
ord. tone
all air, no pitch, blown through instrument
exaggerated vib.
how directly on top of the bridge, 'air' sound
increase pressure with crescendo, tail piece decrease with decrescendo
bow pressure
very breathy tone
very breathy tone
sibraphone
no vib
all air, no pitch, blown through instrument
interrupt air stream with tongue, rapidly change embouchure as if speaking
how pressure
ord. tone
all air, no pitch, blown through instrument
exaggerated vib.
how directly on top of the bridge, 'air' sound
increase pressure with crescendo, tail piece decrease with decrescendo
bow pressure
very breathy tone
very breathy tone
sibraphone
no vib
all air, no pitch, blown through instrument
interrupt air stream with tongue, rapidly change embouchure as if speaking
how pressure
ord. tone
all air, no pitch, blown through instrument
exaggerated vib.
Fl.

B. Cl.

Perc.

Pno.

Vln.

Vc.

Fl.

B. Cl.

Perc.

Pno.

Vln.

Vc.

microtonal inflection

very breathy tone

resonant key click and air through instrument

(wash of sound, let ring)

(wash of sound, let ring)

how directly on top of the bridge, 'air' sound

slow wide vib., mohu sul pent.
behind the bridge pitches of molto sul pont and allow small amounts of molto sul pont and intermental fluctuations

allow small amounts of molto sul pont and behind the bridge pitches

very breathy tone

very breathy tone

very breathy tone

very breathy tone

very breathy tone

resonant key click and air through instrument

very breathy tone

very breathy tone

very breathy tone

timbral trill

very breathy tone

very breathy tone

bow directly on top of the bridge, 'air' sound

bow pressure
Fl.  all air, no pitch, blown through instrument  s  ppp  mf  p mf  mp
B. Cl.  (wash of sound, let ring)  p  flap  n
Perc.  (wash of sound, let ring)  ppp  mf
Pno.  (let ring)  ppp
Vln.  very breathy tone  very breathy tone, very little pitch
Vc.  ppp
whisper phonemes into flute while fingering pitch

all air, no pitch, blown through instrument

lip, tongue, and air sounds, frantic, muttering-like.

resonant key click and air through instrument

lip, tongue, and air sounds, frantic, muttering-like.

stroke approx strings at a 90 degree angle with all four tips 'bounce' off.

tap coin rapidly longitudinally along a high string

durations are approximate

tap string against fingerboard rapidly with RH finger sul G

pitch shows approx. placement of RH along string

tap string against fingerboard rapidly with RH finger sul C

all air, no pitch, blown through instrument

lip, tongue, and air sounds, frantic, muttering-like.

arms reach dampers

bow directly on top of the bridge, 'air' sound

lip, tongue, and air sounds, frantic, muttering-like.
Fl.

whisper phonemes into flute while fingering pitch

B. Cl.

all air, no pitch, blown through instrument

Perc.

resonant key click and air through instrument

Pno.

Vln.

Vc.

whisper phonemes into flute while fingering pitch

near bell near edge

very breathy tone microtonal inflections

very breathy tone ghost-like

col legno zero hair

col legno zero hair
Fl.

B. Cl.

Perc.

Pno.

Vln.

Vc.

very breathy tone
all air, no pitch, blown through instrument

breathy tone ord tone
breathy tone

ord tone

vibraphone

very breathy tone
all air, no pitch, blown through instrument

breathy tone ord tone

ord. arco

ord. arco

slow wide vib.
Fl.
B. Cl.
Perc.
Pno.
Vln.
Vc.

122
126

breathy tone
breathy tone

breathy tone

slow wide vib.

ord. arco

col legno arco

col legno arco

col legno arco

col legno arco

col legno arco

col legno arco

resonant key click and air through instrument

breathy tone slow wide vib.

breathy tone